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ON A PROBLEM OF DOOB ABOUT

THE FINE TOPOLOGY AND NORMAL FUNCTIONS

J. S. HWANG1

Abstract. Early in the sixties, Joseph L. Doob proved that if fiz) is a normal

function in a disk, then every angular cluster value at a boundary point is also a

fine cluster value at that point. He then asked whether or not the converse of this

theorem is true.

It was pointed out by the referee that Choquet was the first one to show that the

converse of the above theorem is false. His example was published by Brelot and

Doob (see [2, p. 404D-
Recently, the referee suggests the question as to whether a bounded analytic

function can actually have an angular limit but not a fine limit. We construct a

Blaschke product which has the fine cluster value 0 and the angular limit 1 at the

same boundary point. This answers both questions of Doob and the referee.

1. Introduction. Let 77 = [z: Re z > 0} be the right half-plane and let 377 be the

boundary of 77. Then the Martin boundary is simply the union 377 u {«>}. As

usual (see Brelot and Doob [2, p. 397]), a set S c 77 is minimally thin at a point

p G 377 u {oo} if it satisfies

Rlil) * K(l\ 0)A^,\-I/ p\1/> V    /

where kp is a minimal harmonic function with pole atp and the left-hand side is the

reduced function of kp on S with respect to 77. Since the functions on both sides of

(1) are conformally invariant, so is the niinimal thinness. For this reason, instead of

solving Doob's problem [4, p. 529] in a disk, we shall do it in a half-plane and we

shall concentrate on the point at oo. In this case, (1) becomes

/?/(z) 5É x,    where z = x + iy and x > 0. (2)

Notice that if a set is thin at oo in the ordinary sense, then it is minimally thin

there due to a theorem of Jackson [7, Theorem 4]. Therefore, to solve Doob's

problem, we need only consider the minimal thinness. This is the reason why we do

not introduce the notion of ordinary thinness in the sense of Cartan and Brelot; see

for instance [7, p. 203].

As usual (see Brelot and Doob [2, p. 401]), a function/(z) has a fine cluster value

v at oo if there is a set S c 77 which is not niinimally thin at oo and satisfies

limz_>00 f(z) = v, where z G S.
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Moreover, we say that a function/has an angular cluster value o at oo if there is

a Stolz angle of the form

Ae = {z: |arg z\ < ir/2 - e, 0 < a < \z\ < oo},    where e > 0,

and a sequence of points pn G Ae such that hmn_>o0/>„ = oo and lima_l,lxl f(pn) = v.

Since a bounded holomorphic function is normal in the sense of Lehto and

Virtanen [8], the problem of Doob will be solved by the following.

Theorem. Let B(z, {z„}) be the Blaschke product defined by

b(z, {z„}) = n <!■ : ffi : à, o)
„_i (z„ + z)(zn + z)

where zn = 2"(n"1/2 + /), n = 1, 2, . . . . Then B has the fine cluster value 0 and the

angular limit 1 on the same point at oo.

2. Minimal thinness. Following Lelong-Ferrand [9], we let \s be the fundamental

distribution of a bounded set S c 77 such that the Green potential

Rxs(z) = f   log
w + z

dr\s(w) = jc,    q.e. for z = x + iy G S, (4)
'as        w - z

and define the Green energy of Ks to be

y(S) = [ Rxs(z)d\s(z). (5)
■'as

We say that a set F c 77 is minimally thin at oo iff

00

2 y(F„)r2" < oo,   for some t > I, (6)
n-i

where F„ = F n {z: /" < \z\ <tn+x).

Notice that the above two definitions (2) and (6) are equivalent; see Brelot [3, p.

152].

We now consider a disk Dr(z) of radius r with center at z. Clearly, if w G dDr(z)

and x > 2r, where x = Re z, then we have

212XV'1     2x - r       w + z       2x + r      / 2x V

\  r ) r w - z r \  r ) '

It follows from (4) that

\\(D)log — < x < 2A(7J))log —, (7)
2 r r

where 7) = Dr(z) and A = \B.

Moreover, from (5), we get

(x/2)X(D) <(x- r)X(D) < y(D) < (x + r)\(D) < 2x\(D). (8)

Due to (7) and (8), we find that

^(log &Y < y(7>) < 4x2(log ̂'\ (9)

Combining (6) and (9), we obtain the following result of Essén and Jackson

[5, Theorem 3.2].
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Lemma 1. Let D„ = {z: \z - z„\ < rn, t" < \z\ < tn+x), where t > 1 is fixed and

Re z„ = xn > 2rn, n = 1, 2, . . . . 77ten the union D = \J Dnis minimally thin at oo

oo „2

2 —;-< <»• (10)
^\zn\2log(2xn/rn)

3. Hyperbolic metric As usual (see Hille [6, p. 241]), the hyperbolic metric

between two points z, w G 77 is defined by

m      s      1 ,      \z +w\ + \z - w| .    .
d(z, w)=- log   _-\. (11)

2 \z +w\ — \z — w\

Since hyperbolic metric is conformally invariant and every bounded function is

normal, by a result of Bagemihl and Seidel [1, Lemma 1], we obtain immediately

the following.

Lemma 2. If f(z) is a bounded holomorphic function in 77 and if {z„} and {wn} are

two sequences of points in H for which d(zn, wn) —* 0, as n —» oo, then the existence of

one limit, say, lim„_>0O f(zn) = c, implies the other lim„_>00 f(wn) = c.

4. Proof of the theorem. With the help of the above two lemmas, we are now able

to prove our theorem. In view of (3), those zeros z„ of the Blaschke product B

satisfies

"     Rez.
< oo,

-il + \zf

and therefore B is well defined; see Hille [6, p. 457].

We shall prove that the product B has the fine cluster value 0 at oo. To see this,

we write xn = 2"n~x/2,yn = 2", and rn = 2"n~2, and we denote Dn the disk of radius

r„ with center at z„. It follows from (10) that

oo „2 oo |

=   S.      -   5T   - 00-
~, |z„|2 log(2x„/r„)      n% (1 + n)log(2n3/2)

This shows that the union D = U Dn is not minimally thin at oo due to Lemma 1.

It remains to show that

lim  B(z) = 0,    where z G D and B(z) = B(z, {z„}). (12)

For this, we let wn = z„ + r„e'e; then we have

IK - zH)/ (wn + zn)\ < rj (2xn - O = 1/ (2nV2 _ ,).

In view of (11), we find that d(zn, wn) -* 0 as n -» oo. According to Lemma 2, we

conclude the assertion (12) and therefore B has the fine cluster value 0 at oo.

Finally, we shall prove that the product B has the angular limit 1 at oo.

According to a theorem of Lehto and Virtanen [8, Theorem 2], it is sufficient to

prove that

lim  B(x) - 1,   where x > 0. (13)
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By a simple computation, the product B defined in (3) can be written as

°° 9« + 2_-I/2v

*(*) -no- /.(*»,   fn(x) —,     *—.      (i4)
»-1 (2"/T1/2 -I- x)2 + 22n

Clearly, each function fn(x) satisfies

¿M <   rz&r < 2n~l/2> íoraüx> °> 05)
2"+2n-'/2x

x2 + 22

lim f„(x) = 0,       n = 1, 2,. . .. (16)
jr-»oo

We shall need the following basic inequality

e~2' < 1 - v < e~y,   for 0 < v < 5. (17)

It follows from (14), (15), (16), and (17) that there is a positive number P such that

x > P implies

e-2o<*> < B(x) < e-«x\       o(x)= 2 L(x). (18)
n-1

From (16) and (18), we can see that the assertion (13) will be proved if we can show

that the series o(x) converges to 0. For this, we let o(x) = ax(x) + o2(x) =

2*_ 1 f„(x) + 2"_*+, f„(x). Then by (15), we have

4x2" Sx   /•»     2y dyt \ <-    v *xr »*   r
o2(x) <   y.   -— < ——-1

_JT^,  fv-2 a. l2/i\A/T -v/7:   A»-T+1 (x2 + 22")W       Vk Jk   x2 + (2?)2

8x   r°°     du
f^L-2<*»/Vk.

Vk J\    x2 + u2

For any e > 0, we first choose k so that 4ir/Vk < e/2 and then by (16), we

choose 8 > 0 so that ox(x) < e/2 if x > 8. Therefore we obtain o(x) < e if x > 8

which means that lim^^, o(x) = 0. This yields (13) and the proof is complete.
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